
Artists:Â Tunji Adeniyi-Jones, Dalton Gata, Brook Hsu, Elizabeth Jaeger, Farah Al Qasimi, Fin SimonettiVenue:Â Clima, MilanExhibition Title:Â To dream a manDate: September 30 â€“ November 30, 2020Curated By:
Samantha OzerClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Clima, MilanPress Release:To dream a man brings together a group of artists
whose works consider dreams and myths as tools to understand ourselves and our relationships with other beings, both human and non-human. The exhibition borrows its title from Jorge Luis Borgesâ€™ short story The
Circular Ruins,Â in which a â€œwizardâ€• retreats into a temple to â€œdream a manâ€• into existence, only to realize that he is also a product of someone elseâ€™s dream. Like the â€œwizardâ€• who is visited by the
god of Fire in many bestial forms, the artists in this exhibition look to animals and mystical spirits to bridge the gap between interiority and exteriority, explore myth-making for survival and consider how perspective dictates
narrative. From the quotidian to the supernatural, the stories crafted through these mythical beings flirt with the bounds of fear and desire and present a projection of reality that is fluid depending on the environment or
cultural conditions.The intersection between imagination and sensorium influences lived experience. Elizabeth Jaegerâ€™s birds surveil visitors, meeting us with expressions of sadness, curiosity, and even judgement,
seemingly considering our habits as much as we envision theirs. For Dalton Gata, however, we are met with an unrequited gaze, rejected by person and animal alike, only instigating more questions about this surreal
pairing. Rituals of consumption and sight are explored in Brook Hsuâ€™s Cell Death 8, in which mushrooms and packs of what the artist calls bunny-dogs multiply inside of undulating pears. While these objects are
suspended in space, her landscape paintings feature lush environments animated by a haunting absence. There is a feeling that something has recently departed or a premonition that it is yet to arrive.In Tunji
Adeniyi-Jonesâ€™ drawings, the chorus of androgynous figures move and whisper amongst themselves, recreating tribal performance and connecting to a rich history of the Yoruba diaspora and wider mythologies of
West African Kingdoms. More broadly, Farah Al Qasimiâ€™s work explores issues of hybridity in creating cultural identity. Much like the multicultural production of the items in the furniture shop in Shahama, Abu Dhabi,
legends surrounding black cats shift from misfortune to prosperity and luck depending on the cultural context. While individually, Fin Simonettiâ€™s drawings suggest uncanny encounters with pastoral living; taken
collectively, the works consider internalized guilt of how we treat other species, in this instance the cow, which is revered in some cultures and exploited in others. For Simonettiâ€™s work specifically, but to be considered
across all the works is a consideration of if the interior of oneâ€™s mind is safe from the judgement of a moralizing gaze, particularly one that is our own? If reality is constructed from our perceptions, then the conditions
of the physical world are always in flux and dependent upon a patchwork of collective visions.Tunji Adeniyi-Jones (b. 1992, London, UK) predominantly works in painting and drawing. He received his BFA in Fine Art from
Oxford University, his MFA in Painting/Printmaking from The Yale School of Art, and was a resident of Kehinde Wileyâ€™s Black Rock Senegal. He currently lives and works in New York City.Farah Al Qasimi (b.1991,
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates) works in photography, video, and performance. She received her BA from Yale University, her MFA in Photography from the Yale School of Art, and was a resident of the Skowhegan
School of Painting and Sculpture. She currently lives and works between Brooklyn and Dubai.Dalton Gata (b. 1977, Santiago de Cuba, Cuba) works predominantly in painting and drawing. He received a BFA in Fashion
Design from the Escuela de DiseÃ±o Altos del ChavÃ³n in Santo Domingo, DR. He currently lives and works in Coamo, Puerto Rico.Brook Hsu (b. 1987, Pullman, Washington, raised in Stillwater, Oklahoma) works
predominantly in painting and sculpture. She received her BFA from the Kansas City Art Institute and her MFA in Painting/Printmaking from The Yale School of Art. She currently lives and works in New York City.Elizabeth
Jaeger (b. 1988, San Francisco, California) works in sculpture. She received a BA from Lewis and Clark College, Portland, Oregon; has studied at the Ã‰cole Nationale Superieure des Arts, Nancy, France; and studied
textiles at the School of The Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois. She currently lives and works in New York City.Fin Simonetti (b.1985, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada) works in sculpture, stained glass, and drawing.
She received her BFA from the Ontario College of Art and Design in 2009. She currently lives and works in New York City.Link: To dream a manat ClimaThe post To dream a man at Clima first appeared on Contemporary
Art Daily.Artist:Â Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨neVenue:Â Chantal Crousel, ParisExhibition Title:Â Implicites &amp; ObjetsDate: September 22 â€“ November 28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release
and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Chantal Crousel, Paris. Photos by Martin Argyroglo.Press Release:For his sixth exhibition at Galerie Chantal Crousel, Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne takes us through a
sculptural landscape where abstraction manifests itself as a force of thought and imagination, intertwined with still, bold figuration on a ritualized stage.In the first room, the abstract object Montagne pourpre (2019) is put
up upon its base. The fruit of 3D modeling turned out on machine-tools, this impressive hard-foam sculpture is a surface with body. Designed by the artist as a three-dimensional monochrome, the colored abstraction
stands among a new ensemble of hand-crafted concrete sculptures entitled Implicites (2020). Grouped around the Montagne pourpre and back against the wall, they watch from afar but, observers, the Implicites witness
and observe their own interiority. Resulting from the same production protocol as the Tronches series (2014-2017)1 , the figures are upside-down and inside-out, interiorized then filled with concrete â€“ effigies with
distorted faces and bodies. The concrete appears different from one sculpture to the next in terms of color (tones of grey) as much as surface (wax or epoxy). The bodiesâ€™ shapes and attributes burst out from their
own erasing by the act of filling. This, in a sense, is a staging of sensitive existence.At the heart of the second room, a bronze, totem-like sculpture is presented on a pedestal, Pyramidâ€™os (2020). Here, the long bones
of the human body both form the edges of a pyramid and delineate its surfaces, or rather absence of surface because its core remains empty. The joints, the articulations, become the peaks and cornerstones.
Pyramidâ€™os shares quarters with a portrait sketch (Tronche, 2020) and various other objects including one small-scale Implicite (Redux Implicite, 2020) also back against the wall, opposite and eye-level with the
pyramid. Lastly, resonating with the above works, the third and final room to the side of the first presents three sculptures, two of which are large-scale abstractions placed on tables. Reiterating the formal issues raised by
Montagne pourpre, Montagne blanche (2020) has a â€˜quelconqueâ€™ (ordinary)2, abstract shape, a large white monochrome still with traces of oil painting on its surface, each trace linking straight back to the visible
gestures of the artist painting on canvas. A variation of this, Nature Morte (2020), is a relief painting too, a volume this time with realistic, non-covert parts, bones and stones. â€œAbstraction [â€¦] is not simply a theme, a
technique or a style, but an evolving protocol that enables thought to see the image of itself from the perspective of a matter that implacably stalks it.â€•3To close, the two abstractions rub shoulders with one last sculpture
positioned on a wooden beam, Yeux bleus (2020). From the observer viewpoint, this is an object composed of two stones found and glued together by epoxy paste. Spread over the top are hundreds of nazar
boncuklarÄ±, small, traditional, Turkish glass amulets designed to protect against the evil eye â€”tipping the wink one could say at the â€˜quelconqueâ€™ abstraction shown at the 2019 Venice Biennale (Pale blue Eyes,
2019)â€” which seem to proliferate and look around, eyeing as much the sculptures as the visitors. As Philippe Vasset said so well, I like â€œto linger in Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨neâ€™s exhibitions: full of puzzles and suggestive
details, they are real fantasy machines.â€•4During these past two decades, Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne&#8217;s works have been presented in many great institutions and for important international events with for instance: the
exhibitions More or Less Bone at SculptureCenter, New York, (2019), U.S.A.; The Secession Knot at Secession, Vienna, Autria (2017); Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne at Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, France (2016); Il Ã©tait
une fois at Villa Medici, Rome, Italy (2015); Documents and Opus (1985 &#8211; 2014) at Kunstverein in Hanover, Germany (2015); Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne . works at Beirut Art Center, Lebanon (2013); Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne
at Modern Art Oxford, Oxford, U.K. (2012); Opus + One, Dia:Beacon, Beacon, New York, U.S.A. (2012); Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne at CarrÃ© dâ€™art â€“ MusÃ©e dâ€™art contemporain in NÃ®mes, France (2010); or Le
Monde â€“ le Louvre at MusÃ©e du Louvre, Paris, France (2005); His participation to several biennales: 58th Venice Biennale, Italy (2019); Taipei Biennale, Taipei, Taiwan (2016); Biennale Internationale Design,
Saint-Etienne, France (2015); Sharjah Biennale, U.A.E. (2011) and at the Sao Paulo Biennale, Brazil (2002).1 Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne worked on the Tronches series from 2014 to 2017. They are latex Halloween masks the
artist turned inside out and poured concrete into. Once dry, the latex is removed and the concrete waxed, then the mask placed on a cover for exhibition. The concrete is hence grey or colored. The artist exhibited an
ensemble of Tronches in his solo exhibition at the Villa Medici in 2015.2 The French term, â€œquelconqueâ€• designating an unsurprising ordinariness with no one-to-one translation, is often part of MoulÃ¨neâ€™s
vocabulary. It refers to â€œordinaryâ€• shapes or things of which we know neither the structure, composition nor transformation.3 Reza Negarestani in â€œTorture Concrete: Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne and the Protocol of
Abstractionâ€•, Sequence press editions, New York City, U.S.A., 2014, p.5.4 Philippe Vasset: in â€œUn rituel sans liturgieâ€• (ritual without a liturgy), Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne exhibition catalog; publ. Centre Georges
Pompidou &amp; Dilecta, Paris, 2016, p.108.Link: Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne at Chantal CrouselThe post Jean-Luc MoulÃ¨ne at Chantal Crousel first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Gaylen GerberVenue:
LAYR,Â ViennaDate: October 9 â€“ November 28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artist and LAYR, Vienna. Photos
by Gaylen Gerber and Paul Levack.Press Release:LAYR is pleased to present an exhibition by the American artist Gaylen Gerber which features his early Untitled paintings exhibited with his more recent Support
paintings.In the mid and late 1980s and early 1990s, Gerber made uniformly sized square canvases that contain almost imperceptible still life paintings painted in three values of gray on gray grounds. The longer one
looks, the more the underlying image conditionally emerges. Untitled, and undated, these paintings can seem like flat or closed surfaces, but they are not only unexpectedly nuanced but also inclusive, continuous, and
assert their place in the present.In combination with the early Untitled paintings, Gerber exhibits a number of more recent Support paintings, in this case â€“ oil paint over 19th and 20th century marble and bronze
sculptures, artifacts, and oil paintings by other makers. In doing so he underscores many of the archetypes and motifs that populate our unconscious, often with profound implications. For example, Support, n.d., builds on
a lush 19th century painting of a floral still life after the Dutch artist Jan van Huysum, who, in his work, insisted on closely scrutinizing the world around him. Gerberâ€™s work expresses a similar critical observation of our
surroundings and his concealment of one surface conveys an unexpected fluidity with what in turn another reveals.Gerber has exhibited widely including surveys of his work at the Arts Club of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
(2018); the MuseÃ© dâ€™Art Moderne Grand-Duc Jean, Luxembourg (2006); and The Renaissanc
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